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MISSION
STATEMENT
The Blanchard House Museum is an open access,
educational institution devoted to the
procurement, preservation, study, and display of
artifacts and materials related to the history,
culture, and contributions of African-Americans in
the settlement and development of Charlotte
County and Southwest Florida.

The Blanchard House Museum, established in 2004, was the vision of Bernice
Andrews Russell. Mrs. Russell was a humanitarian, social activist, and historian
for the African-American community. She felt it was important to document
the history and contributions of African-Americans in Charlotte County.

THE BLANCHARD HOUSE
Originally located 3 blocks from its present location, the house was built in
1925 and was moved in 2002. It was built for the owner, local fisherman
Joseph Blanchard and his wife Minnie. He was born in St. Augustine, and
had been a steam boat pilot, and she was a mail order bride from Louisiana.
The house is a Florida vernacular style Craftsman bungalow and was
originally built with just 4 rooms and a front porch. The Blanchard house is
one of a few remaining examples of this type of residential architecture left
in Charlotte County in the 1920’s.

EXHIBITIONS & MUSEUM COLLECTIONS POLICY
MORE INFO

The Blanchard House Museum is a member of the Florida African-American
Heritage Preservation Network (FAAHPN). It is also a charter member of the
Smithsonian National Museum of African-American History & Culture. Its
programs have been presented at the Smithsonian Anacostia Museum.
The Blanchard House Museum accepts some historical donations. The
museum specializes in the African-American history of Charlotte County and
Southwest Florida. Donations are handled on a case-by-case basis.
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A Unique Sociology
Est.
1865 &
1885

The Little Town That
Unity Built

America During the
Jim Crow Era

A Model Community for the
Nation in 2022 & Beyond

The bi-racial settlement, founding and

How did this small southern town

How did mutual respect, personal

development of Punta Gorda has been

develop so differently during the Jim

relationships and opportunities for both

described as a “unique sociology”.

Crow era than its neighboring towns?

whites, and blacks to prosper occur in
the divisive Jim Crow era?
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JIM CROW ERA

PUNTA GORDA:
A DISTINCT &
UNIQUE HISTORY
Punta Gorda, a small city on Florida’s Southwest coast has the
distinction of having the state’s second oldest population. The
city has another lesser known but significant distinction as
well. Punta Gorda has been characterized as having a “unique
sociology” due to its biracial settlement and development.

By 1885, Jim Crow was fully entrenched in Florida’s laws and
customs. Even so, four African-American landholders and voters
were part of the 34 men who incorporated the City of Punta Gorda
in 1887. An African-American Postmaster was appointed in 1889.
Blacks and whites worked together to tame the Southwest Florida
frontier and to create a thriving community. Punta Gorda,
exceptional in its race relations was one of the first school districts
to voluntarily integrate in 1964. This biracial unity created a “shared
prosperity” experienced by all residents despite the presence of
Jim Crow.

MODEL COMMUNITY
Punta Gorda’s history serves as a model for our country in
demonstrating the power of societal unity. It was only in conforming
to national trends in the 1960s that led to the demise of its thriving
African-American business district.
In establishing the Youth Museum and Cultural Heritage Center of
Southwest Florida in 2022 as a centerpiece in the Historic Cochran
Street Business District, it will play a key role in revitalizing both this
Historic Business Corridor and downtown Punta Gorda as a whole,
which is paramount to the sustainability of the City of Punta Gorda
in the coming future.

FOUNDED: 1865

HICKORY
BLUFF
LIEUTENANT NATHAN DECOSTER,
SECOND REGIMENT OF U.S.
COLORED TROOPS IN FT. MYERS.
TOGETHER WITH FOUR EX-COLORED SOLDIERS
JOSEPH CHAPMAN, RICHARD HAMBLETON,
MITCHELL HARRISON & JOHN LOMANS
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FOUNDED: 1885

PUNTA GORDA

A NEW PASSAGE
Albert Gilchrist, a trained civil engineer brought an allblack survey team with technical skills to survey the rail
right-of-way in order to extend the railroad from Bartow to
Punta Gorda.
This team was led by 17-year-old Daniel Smith and the
railroad was completed in 1886.
“When Dan Smith, the well-known colored man came here in
1885, there were only fifteen people of whom eight were white
and seven blacks. He and Sam Kennedy, another popular
colored citizen, are the only ones of the original fifteen who
are left. Dan was the first one to move for the organization of
a church and the grant of a public school for Punta Gorda,
and his efforts in the behalf were successful.”
- February 10, 1921 Punta Gorda Herald

GOVERNOR ALBERT GILCHRIST

DANIEL SMITH

A leader whose progressive attitudes
toward race influenced the social
environment in Punta Gorda. In the midst
of Jim Crow, Gilchrist ignored the
stereotypes of African-American men; hired
and trained seven black men as surveyors.

Daniel Smith led an all-black team
that included: Sam Kenady, Graham,
Fuller and Ramson.

THE BLANCHARD HOUSE MUSEUM
BUILT ON UNITY

A MODEL COMMUNITY THROUGH THE AGES
The black and white descendants of the first families to settle in Punta Gorda still remain close. Despite Florida's Jim Crow laws and
customs, these relationships were established and have endured. From its beginnings, African-Americans were involved in all aspects
of Punta Gorda life. Because of this racial unity, the whole of Punta Gorda prospered, especially during the Great Depression.
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INCLUSION

GILCHRIST'S LEGACY

DESEGREGATION & THE PRESS

SHARED PROSPERITY

Governor Gilchrist was progressive in his
thinking with regard to the education of
colored children. He sent Dan Smith to
hire Benjamin Baker, the first teacher of
the colored school in Punta Gorda. Mr.
Baker also became the first teacher to
retire under the Florida Retirement
System.

Charlotte High School was voluntarily
integrated in 1964. There was no press,
police, or rioting white parents.

Punta Gorda was known as the "Golden Gate" of the
Gulf for its commercial and sport fishing and was the
largest shipper of fresh fish in the US. It is home of the
Silver King Tarpon. There were also over 200 pineries
in business around Punta Gorda.

The first religious service (which included
African-Americans, European Americans;
comprised of both Christian and Jewish
worshippers) was organized by Dan Smith
which led to the establishment of Bethel
A.M.E. Church in 1886.
Four African-Americans were among the 34
men who voted to incorporate Punta Gorda
in 1887. All voters had to be land holders.
African-Americans contributed to building
Punta Gorda including: Charlotte Harbor
Bridge, Tamiami Trail, Fisherman's Wharf,
City dock, etc.

The integration of the school was
organized by the daughters of two of
the early pioneer families.
******

Finally, his respect for all people;
Gilchrist’s bequest created a trust which
provided free ice cream to children in
town at Halloween. Though Jim Crow
existed, colored children received ice
cream as well. This tradition is still
honored annually.

The Punta Gorda Herald took a positive
approach to reporting “colored” news.
“Colored citizen” was used and positive
character attributes noted.

Sharpie Town was a dock for independent AfricanAmerican fishermen that sold to commercial
companies (7 wholesale fish houses) and AfricanAmericans were top netters or captains of crews.
African-American businesses were located in the
central business district (until 1920s).
George Brown, an African-American businessman was
arguably the richest man in Punta Gorda (until 1940's).
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Consider the racial climate in Florida when Punta Gorda was established...

A Small Southern Town Distinctively Unlike Any Other

Founded:
1865

Changes
came...

1865

1885

1885

1886
(July)

African-American soldiers
co-established
Hickory Bluff on the

Albert Gilchrist and an
all-black survey team led
by Dan Smith helped lay

Florida passed the most
extreme of the Jim Crow
laws

First religious service held
in Punta Gorda
(by Dan Smith)

Four African-Americans were
among the 34 men who voted to
incorporate Punta Gorda

Peace River
***

the foundation for
Punta Gorda

***

***
Arcadia –” White Christian

Passage of the Thirteenth
Amendment abolishing
slavery in the US

Pasco County Massacre

1887

Community”
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AFRICAN-AMERICAN BUSINESSES WERE LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT UNTIL THE 1920'S.
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THE LOSS OF THE HISTORIC
COCHRAN STREET
BUSINESS DISTRICT
Unlike many cities in the United States, Punta Gorda was unique in
that it did not have a segregated housing and business districts.
From the beginning, Punta Gorda was a socially integrated
community. Over time due the presence of historical AfricanAmerican churches east of US-41, a concentration of AfricanAmerican owned businesses developed on Cochran (presently Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd), in the area that had formerly been
where the cigar industry was located.
This area became an essential economic driver for the city and
known throughout the region for its lively arts and entertainment
scene. Despite being essential to the economic and social integrity
of downtown, in 1965 City Council began an effort to force public
housing on the city’s residents despite strong protests from
residents because there was no need for it in the city.

This struggle to preserve the integrity of downtown’s historic homes
and the Cochran St Business District lasted three years, with highlyrespected city resident Berlin Bailey appealing directly to Robert
Weaver, then Secretary of HUD (US Department of Housing and
Urban Development) to not allow the city to destroy an entire
neighborhood of historic homes and a business district patronized
by those living in these homes. This effort was to no avail. The city
then, through imminent domain, destroyed countless historic
homes in the area around Cochran St, which led to the immediate
decline and eventual disappearance of the Cochran Street Business
District.
This was followed two decades later by rezoning which cost the
downtown the loss of additional historic homes. In shattering the
economic stability of downtown through these actions, downtown
Punta Gorda began a trend of decay that peaked in the 1980s and
lasted until the destruction brought by Hurricane Charley, which
brought insurance money that put a new facelift on downtown.
Downtown Punta Gorda was never historically divided by US-41.
In 2017, the City Council began a process of reuniting the
downtown into one neighborhood. The next step in this effort, is
the revitalization of the economic vitality of the entire downtown.

PROUDLY
ANNOUNCING
OUR BOLD &
EXCITING
NEXT CHAPTER
JUNE 2022 +
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INTRODUCING:

JEAN CLEVELAND HOUSE
The Bernice A. Russell Community Development Corporation
was awarded a $480,800 grant to preserve, relocate, and
renovate the Jean Cleveland House for the expansion of
Blanchard House Museum and the creation of the Historic
Cochran Street Business District Annex.

The Jean Cleveland House ("ANNEX+") will allow the Blanchard House Museum to
curate exhibits discussing the Golden Age of Historic African-American Business
Districts throughout Florida and the United States, and will serve as the home of the
Youth Museum and Cultural Heritage Center of Southwest Florida.

SUPPORT
Funding is provided by the Florida Department of State as part of a $30M grant
process for capital projects at facilities in Florida that highlight the contributions,
culture, and history of African-Americans. This grant award was included in the
budget signed by Governor DeSantis on June 3, 2022.

A HOMECOMING
This was the home of Mrs. Jean Whiteaker Cleveland. Mrs. Cleveland was a
Punta Gorda institution, serving as the long-standing City Clerk of the City of
Punta Gorda until her retirement in 1957.

PRESERVING A PIECE OF HISTORY
One of Punta Gorda's historic homes will be saved from demolition, restored,
and allowed to remain in the Historic District.
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The ANNEX+ will serve three purposes:
1. An Inclusive Community

2. A Cultural Destination

3. African-American Renaissance

To serve as the permanent home for the Youth
Museum and Cultural Heritage Center of
Southwest Florida.

To showcase and highlight the Historic Cochran
Business District, making this permanent exhibit an
attraction for both the city’s residents and tourists.

Along Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard (formerly
Cochran Street), ANNEX+ will highlight the economic
and social vitality that was the Historic Cochran Street
Business District.

The Blanchard House Museum is a Charter Member
of the Smithsonian National Museum of AfricanAmerican History & Culture and has presented its
exhibits at the Smithsonian. It also is a member of
the Florida African American Heritage Preservation
Network and other state and national museum
networks, promoting Punta Gorda and its history
throughout the country.

Within ANNEX+ will be the Cultural Heritage Center gift
shop selling cultural items from among its organizational
membership; and a restaurant that will provide the city’s
residents and tourists with delectable local and seasonal
cuisine. This restaurant will spark an economic renewal
of the immediate area as several commercial
landowners in the vicinity are committed to bringing
back to life the downtown arts & entertainment district
east of US-41.
All proceeds will benefit the Blanchard House Museum.

Youth Museum & Cultural Heritage
Center of Southwest Florida
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THE ANNEX+

+ HISTORIC COCHRAN STREET BUSINESS DISTRICT 2.0
The renovation of the home will provide an opportunity to create an addition to the
Blanchard House Museum which will focus on the redevelopment of the Historic
Cochran Street Business District which was a vital aspect of the Punta Gorda
economy until the late 1960s.

+ FLORIDA'S FIRST CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER & YOUTH MUSEUM
This house will be the home for the Youth Museum and Cultural Heritage Center of
Southwest Florida. This is the State’s first cultural heritage center; a place that
celebrates our pioneer and indigenous beginnings, and the diverse community we have
become. Fishermen’s Village and the Cultural Heritage Center host two annual
cultural festivals. These bring thousands of visitors to Punta Gorda from throughout
Florida and rest of the country.

+ CELEBRATING DIVERSITY & YOUTH
The Cultural Heritage Center and ANNEX+ exhibits will provide an opportunity for our
rich history to be told, to honor those families responsible for the economic vitality of
the community, and for the creation of a center to encourage and cultivate the
entrepreneurial interests of Punta Gorda and Charlotte County youth. This Center will
further assist in the revitalization of this historic area of the City.
MORE INFORMATION
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Growth

Expansion of the Blanchard House Museum
through the annex of the Jean Cleveland House

Revitalization of the Historic Cochran Street
Renaissance
Business District after its disappearance

The Golden
Age

Provides exhibits on the Golden Age of Historic
African-American Business Districts throughout
Florida and United States

First of
Its Kind

Florida's inaugural cultural heritage center;
a place that celebrates SWFL’s pioneer and
indigenous beginnings and culturally diverse
community through educational programming
and a launch of a restaurant and gift shop

Youth

Encourages and cultivates the entrepreneurial
interests of youth

JEAN CLEVELAND HOUSE:
THE ANNEX+
After decades of decay and the disappearance of the Historic
Cochran Street Business District, the Blanchard House Museum is
poised to help revitalize all of Downtown Punta Gorda starting with
the annex of Jean Cleveland House and the establishment of the
Youth Museum and Cultural Heritage Center of Southwest Florida.

AN INVITATION:

YOUR PART
IN OUR
COMMUNITY'S
UNIQUE HISTORY
HOW TO SUPPORT OUR WORK
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THE BLANCHARD HOUSE MUSEUM
A LEGACY OF PURPOSE

SUPPORT US
A

Your support of the Blanchard House Museum &
ANNEX+ reflects your commitment to art, education,
and building community.
There are several ways to partner and support the
Blanchard House Museum & ANNEX+:
Individual
Foundation
Corporate
Or somewhere in between

M A R T H A A N D R E W S
C O - F O U N D E R O F T H E N A A C P
O F P U N T A G O R D A

The Blanchard House Museum & ANNEX+ provides
several opportunities for public and private support for
our mission and programs that honor and preserve the
contributions of African-Americans to our history,
culture and economic development in Charlotte County
and the United States.

THE BLANCHARD HOUSE MUSEUM

SUPPORT

1

INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORT

MRS. CORNELIUS PONDER (1870 - 1934)
Mrs. Ponder believed that being a midwife was a
God-given talent and that helping to bring life into the
world was one of the greatest gifts one could give.
She was one of the first midwives in Punta Gorda and
was the only midwife listed in the 1900 census.

Your personal commitment in support of
the Blanchard House Museum & ANNEX+
makes a difference every day. Individual
donations may go towards general
operating funds or to specific programs.

THE BLANCHARD HOUSE MUSEUM
BENJAMIN JOSHUA BAKER (1872 - 1942)
Benjamin Baker was recruited by Daniel Smith to
become the first teacher and principal of the
Colored School in Punta Gorda. He was loved by
his students and became known as "Fess".
He was the first teacher to retire under the Florida
Retirement System.

SUPPORT
FOUNDATION
The Blanchard House Museum & ANNEX+
seeks to both sustain existing programs as
well as to develop new ones.

Areas for support include:
Exhibitions
Education
Public Programs
Community Engagement

2
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SUPPORT

Emancipation Day Parade (May 20, 1908)
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Five of the seven Bailey brothers whom all served in WWII

CORPORATE
The Blanchard House Museum &
ANNEX+ offers opportunities for
programmatic sponsorships and
partnerships for brand exposure,
customized content, and
memorable activations - including
public and cultural events.

V I S I T

W W W . B L A N C H A R D H O U S E M U S E U M . O R G

F O R

M O R E

I N F O R M A T I O N

YOUR SUPPORT FOR BLANCHARD HOUSE MUSEUM & ANNEX+
DEMONSTRATES A COMMITMENT TO:

Historic Preservation

Promoting Appreciation for Florida's History

Restoration of an existing historic building in an area with great
cultural significance that is on the state master file.

Support major archaeological excavations or research projects and to
assist in the development and fabrication of major museum exhibits that
will promote knowledge and appreciation of the history of Florida.

Supporting Under-Represented Communities

Establishing Economic Development Efforts

Promote projects that reinvigorates African-American communities in
historic preservation and supports the design, fabrication, and installation
of modern, educational, and interactive museum exhibits to be a source of
pride for all Americans.

Assist local, regional, and statewide efforts to preserve significant
historic structures and archaeological sites. ANNEX+ will further assist
in the economic revitalization of the historic area of the City as an arts
and entertainment destination.
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THANK YOU
We thank our donors and supporters
and most importantly the community
that gives us the mandate to operate
and to honor and share our unique
and distinctive place in the history of
Punta Gorda and the United States.

ANNEX+:

HOW WE
COLLABORATE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGAGEMENT
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ANNEX+
Youth Museum and
Cultural Heritage Center
of Southwest Florida

S
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MISSION

DIVERSITY

The mission of the Cultural Heritage Center of
Southwest Florida is to celebrate the SWFL's pioneer
and indigenous beginnings; and the culturally diverse
community that it has now become, through
educational programs, outreach efforts and
celebrations of culture.

Ethnic, religious and affiliate groups that form the core
advisory board for the Youth Museum Cultural
Heritage Center include but are not limited to:
Celts, African-Americans, Ukrainians, Indians, Latinos,
Poles, Filipinos, Irish, Czechs, Slovaks, Italians, West
Indians, Jews, Muslims, Native Americans, Germans,
Africans, and Greeks.
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PROGRAMMING

PARTNERS

List of Past, Current, and Future Programming include:
Annual International Cultural Festival ("International
Culture Fest"); Annual "A Day of Celtic Music" Festival;
A Night Around the World at Punta Gorda Library;
Mini-Cultural Fairs at Cooper St. Recreation Center;
Cooking classes; Fashion shows; Language classes;
Cultural/language immersion classes; Cultural
enrichment classes for homeschoolers & preschoolers;
Summer language/culture camps for children and
teens; Inter-generational cultural activities between
elders and youth; Cultural lending library; Art exhibits;
Partnership with Rotary Clubs; Ethnic food festivals.

Partners in the initial development of the plan for the Youth
Museum and Cultural Heritage Center of SWFL included:
Blanchard House
Museum
Punta Gorda/Englewood
Beach Visitor and
Convention Bureau
TEAM Punta Gorda

Florida Gulf Coast
University
Arts & Humanities
Council of Charlotte
County
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A Day of
Celtic Music

As one the Cultural Heritage Center's two annual festivals, A Day of Celtic
is held in May at Fishermen's Village. It is presented in partnership with
New World Celts (Sarasota Chapter), one of its member organizations.
Visitors to Fishermen’s Village experience the best Celtic musicians from
all over the country, for a full day of interactive entertainment for the
whole family.

Saturday in May (12pm -9pm)

Over 10 Celtic bands

Thousands of Participants

Annual

Cultural

Fun

Engagement opportunties include:
Donation support
Sponsorship
Vendors
Talent
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International
Culture Fest

Inspired by the Smithsonian FolkLife Festival held on the National Mall
each summer, the Cultural Heritage Center presents the International
Culture Fest in October each year, in partnership with Fishermen's Village
and all of its partner organizations. This event features cultural
performances, food, displays, vendors, a parade, and more.

Saturday in October

Over 20+ Multi-cultural Orgs

Educational

Annual

Diverse

Families

Engagement opportunties include:
Donation support
Sponsorship
Vendors
Talent
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE COLLABORATION
& NARRATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Opportunity: Develop a strategy for public-private collaboration on how corporate social responsibility/ESG,
city planning, economic development, arts & culture, historic preservation, education/STEAM, future of work
and entrepreneurship can converge within a community to impact the reviving a "golden age" of a historic
African-American business district after its disappearance over half a century ago.
Spotlight new programs and initiatives for the Blanchard House Museum & ANNEX+ that can drive real,
actionable change to ensure a shared prosperity and continued investment for future generations as a source
of pride and destination for opportunity for the community and all Americans.
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Historic African-American
Business Districts

Fully immersive + educational
dining experience

Leveraging innovation (AR/VR/MR) to
transform the tourist learning experience

Trail

@ ANNEX+

Purposeful Tourism

TRAILBLAZING

Develop a new immersive educational tourist and
recreational infrastructure honoring key historic
African-American business districts.
(e.g., US Civil Rights Trail, Purple Heart Trail, Chitlin' Circuit)

THE BLANCHARD HOUSE MUSEUM

FOUNDED: 2022+
FOR CONSIDERATION

INSPIRATION FROM SAVANNAH, GA

GOAL:
TO DEVELOP AN ELEVATED &
IMMERSIVE DINING CONCEPT
ANNEX+ seeks to be in alignment with Sunseeker Resort's
mission to "Deliver Best-in-Class Food & Beverage experiences
that leads and advances the future of hospitality dining in
Southwest Florida".
ANNEX+ would like to activate its archives to blend local and
national history as part of each guest's experience - from the
moment a reservation is made to when the guest completes a
meal. Each seating allows for 12 guests.
Guests should leave knowing that not only have they
supported the Blanchard House Museum's educational work,
but also done their part in preserving history.

A UNIQUE CULINARY & EDUCATIONAL
DINING EXPERIENCE
SEASONAL INGREDIENTS WILL BE LOCALLY AND SUSTAINABLY SOURCED.

PERRY LANE HOTEL
(THE LUXURY COLLECTION)

THE GREY
(JAMES BEARD RESTAURANT)

Perry Lane Hotel developers spent five
years studying Savannah lifestyle - "from
traditional design aesthetics and local
customs to how the genteel entertain in
their homes—to ensure the hotel displays
a true sense of place".

A former Greyhound bus depot which
closed in 1964. When it was operating, the
depot was racially segregated with
separate waiting areas and restrooms for
blacks and whites.

The ANNEX+ restaurant will sustain the building and bring economic and artistic vitality back to this part of
downtown, which for most of the city’s history served as a vibrant location enjoyed by both the city’s residents
and visitors from throughout the region.
Sunseeker Resort employees could provide support in a variety of ways leveraging the most innovative ideas and
best practices in restaurant strategy & operations including:
Marketing, Branding & Communications * Sustainability * Chef Residencies * Staff Training * Dining &
Beverage Menus * Creating a Pipeline for Youth Into the Culinary Arts & Hospitality Industries * Maximizing
Revenue * Operations * ADA Compliance
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INNOVATION+

PURPOSEFUL TOURISM
Leveraging the element of interactivity and infinite possibilities through
immersive experiences (e.g., augmented reality) to attract and educate
guests, as well as to leave remarkable experiences to honor and preserve
history, heritage and culture for all generations.

REDISCOVERING HISTORY

PERSONAL TOURGUIDE

Provide an opportunity for tourists
to explore a long-forgotten history
with technology.

Allow Dan Smith and other historical
figures to serve as personal guides for
guests at destinations (e.g., youth and
adult options).

FULLY IMMERSIVE

GAMIFYING EXPERIENCES

Leverage smartphone technology
from the beginning of building an
experience, throughout the stay
and beyond.

Creating AR experiences that enable guests
to explore interactive quests of scavengers
and "treasure" hunts (e.g., single-player,
multi-player experiences).

INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES INCLUDE:
Interactive hotel elements + Augmented tourist destinations + Immersive
navigation + Push notifications + AR gamification + AR age appropriate curated
tours + AR museum tours.

T/R
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Our Journey

Spring 2023
Renovations complete

June 2022

Oct 2022

2023

Relocation of the Jean Cleveland

ANNEX+ Grand Opening

House

Project Timeline

